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Description

[0001] FIELD OF INVENTION
[0002] The present invention relates generally to the
field of wireless communications. More specifically, the
present invention relates to variable feedback in a wire-
less communication system.
[0003] BACKGROUND
[0004] 3GPP and 3GPP2 are standards bodies that
are considering the long term evolution of wireless com-
munication systems. The bodies have promulgated
specifications for feedback in next generation networks.
[0005] In particular, wireless specification 3GPP
25.814 provides that, for any additional feedback re-
quired for precoding, any related computational complex-
ity that is incurred due to the additional feedback should
be taken into account.
[0006] Further, the specification states that a code-
book based feedback method should select a pre-coding
vector from a codebook in order to reduce signaling over-
head. The size of the codebook should be minimized and
the codebook should be static.
[0007] Irrespective of whether a codebook is used, the
amount of feedback should be minimized. Furthermore,
an update interval of the selected pre-coding vector
should be sufficiently short to track instantaneous chan-
nel variation. Thus, efficient methods for feedback are
desirable for next generation wireless networks, partic-
ularly multiple-input/multiple-output (MIMO) systems.
[0008] SUMMARY
[0009] The present invention includes a method and
apparatus for variable feedback in a wireless communi-
cation system. The method and apparatus include the
use of a baseline codebook and local codebooks. The
local codebooks are subsets of the baseline codebooks.
The local codebooks include codewords that are chosen
based on certain criteria.
[0010] BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING(S)
[0011] A more detailed understanding of the invention
may be had from the following description of a preferred
embodiment, given by way of example and to be under-
stood in conjunction with the accompanying drawing(s)
wherein:
[0012] Figure 1 shows an exemplary wireless system,
including an access point (AP) and a plurality of wireless
transmit/receive units (WTRUs), configured in accord-
ance with the present invention;
[0013] Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of an AP
and a WTRU of the wireless communication system of
Figure 1;
[0014] Figure 3 is a block diagram of a baseline code-
book and local codebooks in accordance with one em-
bodiment of the present invention;
[0015] Figure 4 is a block diagram of a baseline code-
book and local codebooks in accordance with an addi-
tional embodiment of the present invention;
[0016] Figure 5 is a block diagram of a baseline code-
book and local codebooks in accordance with another

embodiment of the present invention; and
[0017] Figure 6 is a block diagram of a baseline code-
book and local codebooks in accordance with another
embodiment of the present invention.
[0018] DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRE-
FERRED EMBODIMENT(S)
[0019] When referred to hereafter, the terminology
"wireless transmit/receive unit (WTRU)" includes but is
not limited to a user equipment (UE), a mobile station, a
fixed or mobile subscriber unit, a pager, a cellular tele-
phone, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a computer,
or any other type of user device capable of operating in
a wireless environment. When referred to hereafter, the
terminology "base station" includes but is not limited to
a Node-B, a site controller, an access point (Base sta-
tion), or any other type of interfacing device capable of
operating in a wireless environment.
[0020] Turning now to Figure 1, there is shown an ex-
emplary wireless communication system 100 configured
in accordance with the present invention. The wireless
communication system 100 includes a plurality of wire-
less communication devices, such as an AP 110 and a
plurality of WTRUs 120, capable of wirelessly communi-
cating with one another. Although the wireless commu-
nication devices depicted in the wireless communication
system 100 are shown as APs and WTRUs, it should be
understood that any combination of wireless devices may
comprise the wireless communication system 100. That
is, the wireless communication system 100 may com-
prise any combination of APs, WTRUs, stations (STAs),
and the like.
[0021] For example, the wireless communication sys-
tem 100 may include an AP and client device operating
in an infrastructure mode, WTRUs operating in ad-hoc
mode, nodes acting as wireless bridges, or any combi-
nation thereof. Additionally, in a preferred embodiment
of the present invention, the wireless communication sys-
tem 1100 is a wireless local area network (WLAN). How-
ever, the wireless communication system 100 may be
any other type of wireless communication system.
[0022] Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of an AP
110 and a WTRU 120 of the wireless communication
system 100 of Figure 1. As shown in Figure 2, the AP
110 and the WTRU 120 are in wireless communication
with one another. In addition to the components that may
be found in a typical AP, the AP 110 includes a processor
215, a receiver 216, a transmitter 217, and an antenna
218. The processor 215 is configured to generate, trans-
mit, and receive data packets in accordance with the
present invention. The receiver 216 and the transmitter
217 are in communication with the processor 215. The
antenna 218 is in communication with both the receiver
216 and the transmitter 217 to facilitate the transmission
and reception of wireless data.
[0023] Similarly, in addition to the components that
may be found in a typical WTRU, the WTRU 120 includes
a processor 225, a receiver 226, a transmitter 227, and
an antenna 228. The processor 225 is configured to gen-
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erate, transmit, and receive data packets in accordance
with the present invention. The receiver 226 and the
transmitter 227 are in communication with the processor
225. The antenna 228 is in communication with both the
receiver 226 and the transmitter 227 to facilitate the trans-
mission and reception of wireless data.
[0024] The present invention may be implemented in
a WTRU or base station. The present invention is appli-
cable to both the physical layer (PHY) and the digital
baseband. The present invention may be implemented
in wireless communication systems employing the fol-
lowing air interfaces: orthogonal frequency division mul-
tiplexing (OFDM), orthogonal frequency division multiple
access (OFDMA), single carrier - frequency division mul-
tiple access (SC-FDMA), wideband code division multi-
ple access (WCDMA), time division duplex (TDD), includ-
ing HCR, LCR, and TDS-CDMA, frequency division du-
plex (FDD), IEEE 802.16e, and IEEE 802.11n air inter-
faces.
[0025] In one embodiment of the present invention
feedback may be variable. The variable feedback may
include a baseline codebook and one set of local code-
books. This set of local codebooks is correlated with a
baseline codebook. Each local codebook in a local code-
book set corresponds to and is correlated with each code-
word in the baseline codebook. Codewords in codebooks
can be vectors, matrices or vector subsets. The correla-
tion may be used for designing a local codebook set
based on factors, such as satisfaction of a certain range
of channel variation rates, vehicle speed, Doppler shift,
delay spread, frequency selectivity, coherence time
and/or coherence bandwidth, and rank, for example. If
the baseline codebook has 16 codewords, and each local
codebook in the local codebook set has 4 codewords,
the feedback typically requires 4 bits for the baseline
codebook and 2 bits for the local codebook. Feedback
can be 4 bits, 2 bits or a variable number up to 4 bits.
[0026] Feedback may also be variable and preferably
based on channel conditions or other similar factors. The
variable feedback may include a baseline codebook, and
more than one set of local codebooks. Depending on
channel conditions one of the local codebook sets pref-
erably is used. The baseline codebook preferably is pre-
determined. Codewords in codebooks can be vectors,
matrices, vector subsets and the like. Each local code-
book is generated from and is a subset of the baseline
codebook. Each local codebook in a local codebook set
may be relatively small as compared to the baseline
codebook, which results in reduced signaling overhead.
However, each local codebook in a local codebook set
may be sufficiently large so that the local codebook may
track the channel variation. A receiver may select the
appropriate set of codebooks based on a rate of channel
variation, degree of frequency selectivity, or another
channel condition. These factors may be combined.
[0027] Figure 3 is a block diagram of a baseline code-
book and local codebooks in accordance with one em-
bodiment of the present invention. Figure 3 shows a

baseline codebook 302, local codebook X 304, local
codebook set XX 305, local codebook Y 306 and local
codebook set YY 307. This embodiment should include
one baseline codebook and more than one local code-
book set. Each codeword in the baseline codebooks 302
has an associated set of local codebooks. The baseline
codebook 302 includes, for example, 16 codewords 310,
each with a codeword index 312. Local codebook X1 304
and local codebook Y1 306 are generated from the six-
teen codewords 310 in the baseline codebook 302 and
are associated with the codeword at codeword index 1
(308). Local codebook X2 314 and local codebook Y2
316 are generated from the sixteen codewords 310 in
the baseline codebook 302 and are associated with the
codeword at codeword index 2. Local codebook set XX
305 is the set of codebooks that contains local codebooks
X1 through X16. The local codebook set YY 307 is the
set of codebooks that contains local codebook sets Y1
through Y16. As shown in Figure 3, for the codeword at
codeword index 1308 local codebook X1 304 is gener-
ated by taking the codewords associated with codeword
index 5, codeword index 12, codeword index 7 and code-
word index 3 from the baseline codebook 302. Local
codebook Y1 306 is generated by taking the codewords
associated with codeword index 6, codeword index 9,
codeword index 4 and codeword index 8 from the base-
line codebook 302.
[0028] Preferably, a correlation between each of the
baseline codewords is used as a criterion for generating
each of the local codebooks (304, 306). The correlation
between codewords can be used as a criterion for gen-
erating the local codebooks. This can be done in time
domain and/or in frequency domain. For low channel var-
iation, the selected codeword should have a high corre-
lation in time with the codeword in use at the time the
local codebook is being generated. For fast channel var-
iation, the selected codeword preferably has a low cor-
relation in time with the codeword in use at the time the
local codebook is being generated. For small frequency
selectivity, the selected codeword should have a high
correlation in frequency with the codeword in use at the
time the local codebook is being generated. For large
frequency selectivity, the selected codeword preferably
has a low correlation in frequency with the codeword in
use at the time the local codebook is being generated.
[0029] Turning again to Figure 3, local codebook X1
304 and local codebook Y1 306 are associated with the
codeword at codeword index 1308 of the baseline code-
book 302. Local codebook X1 304 is a slow channel code-
book. The codewords associated with codeword indices
5, 12, 7 and 3 have a high correlation with the codeword
associated with codeword index 1 308 of the baseline
codebook 302. Therefore, if the codeword associated
with codeword index 1308 of the baseline codebook 302
is in use when codebook X1 304 is generated, codebook
X should be populated with those codewords that have
a high correlation with codeword associated with code-
word index 1 (308).
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[0030] Continuing in Figure 3, local codebook Y1 is a
fast channel codebook. The codewords associated with
codeword indices 6, 9, 4 and 8 have a low correlation
with the codeword associated with codeword index 1308
of the baseline codebook 302. Therefore, if the codeword
associated with codeword index 1308 of the baseline
codebook 302 is in use when local codebook Y1 304 is
generated, local codebook Y1 should be populated with
those codewords that have a low correlation with a code-
word associated with codeword index 1308. At least one
local codebook is generated for each of the codewords
in the baseline codebook 302.
[0031] Local codebook X1 304 and local codebook Y1
306 are associated with the codeword at codeword index
1308 of the baseline codebook 302. Local codebook X1
304 is a "small frequency selectivity channel" codebook.
The codewords associated with codeword indices 5, 12,
7 and 3 have a high correlation, in frequency, with the
codeword associated with codeword index 1 308 of the
baseline codebook 302. Therefore, if the codeword as-
sociated with codeword index 1308 of the baseline code-
book 302 is in use when codebook X1 304 is generated,
codebook X1 should be populated with those codewords
that have a high correlation in frequency with the code-
word associated with codeword index 1308.
[0032] Local codebook Y1 is a "large frequency selec-
tivity channel" codebook. The codewords associated with
codeword indices 6, 9, 4 and 8 have a low correlation, in
frequency with the codeword associated with codeword
index 1 308 of the baseline codebook 302. Therefore, if
the codeword associated with codeword index 1308 of
the baseline codebook 302 is in use when local codebook
Y1 304 is generated, local codebook Y1 should be pop-
ulated with those codewords that have a low correlation
in frequency with the codeword associated with code-
word index 1 308. At least one local codebook is gener-
ated for each of the codewords in the baseline codebook
302.
[0033] If the channel condition is slow at the time the
codeword at codeword index 1 308 is being used for feed-
back, an optimal codeword from among the codewords
in local codebook X1 304 is selected to be used for the
next feedback signal. More particularly, the codeword
that has the highest correlation with the codeword at in-
dex 1308 is selected from the codewords associated with
codeword index 5, codeword index 12, codeword index
7 and codeword index 3 from the baseline codebook 302.
If the channel condition is fast at the time that the code-
word at codeword index 1 308 is being used for feedback,
the optimal codeword is selected from the codewords in
local codebook Y1 306 for use with the next feedback
signal. More particularly, the codeword that has the high-
est correlation with the codeword represented by code-
word index 1308 is selected from the codewords asso-
ciated with codeword index 6, codeword index 9, code-
word index 4 and codeword index 8 from the baseline
codebook 302.
[0034] Local codebook set XX 305 and local codebook

set YY 307 can be combined into a local codebook set.
The local codebook set may include a combination of
each local codebook in local codebook set XX 305 and
its corresponding local codebook in local codebook set
YY 307. Local codebook X1 304 and local codebook Y1
306 may be combined into a local codebook Z1 318. Lo-
cal codebook X2 314 and local codebook Y2 316 may
be combined into a local codebook Z2 320. The local
codebook set ZZ 322 contains local codebooks Z1
through Z16. Local codebook set ZZ 322 can also be
formed by combining two or more local codebook sets.
The local codebook set ZZ 302 can also be formed by
designing the codewords and local codebooks based on
certain design factors. Feedback can be variable and
may depend on channel condition when only one local
codebook set is used.
[0035] In an additional embodiment of the present in-
vention, feedback should be variable depending on a
channel condition or a similar factor. Local codebooks
may be generated from a baseline codebook. In this ad-
ditional embodiment, each of the local codebooks may
contain codewords that are similar to each other as well
as codewords that are different. This "overlapping" of
codewords in each of the local codebooks may result in
improved detection accuracy when channel variation is
in a transition zone, that is, when channel variation is
between slow and fast, and/or when frequency selectivity
is in a transition zone, that is, when frequency selectivity
is between small and large selectivity.
[0036] Figure 4 is a block diagram of a baseline code-
book and local codebooks in accordance with an addi-
tional embodiment of the present invention. Local code-
book X1 404 and local codebook Y1 406 overlap. Each
local codebook in local codebook set XX 408 and local
codebook set YY 410 overlap. Local codebook X2 412
and local codebook Y2 414 overlap. As shown in Figure
4, a local codebook X1 404 includes the codewords that
correspond to codeword indices 5, 12, 7 and 3 of the
baseline codebook 402. A local codebook Y1 406 in-
cludes the codewords that correspond to codeword indi-
ces 6, 9, 4, and 8 of the baseline codebook 402 as well
as the codewords that correspond to codeword indices
7 and 3 of the baseline codebook 402. Both local code-
book X1 404 and local codebook Y1 406 include the
codewords that correspond to the codeword indices 7
and 3 of the baseline codebook 402. The number of code-
words that are included in both local codebook X1 404
and local codebook Y1 406 and the particular codewords
that overlap between local codebooks X1 and Y1 may
be a design parameter that preferably is optimized
through design processes such as simulations. The
number of codewords that are included in both local code-
book X1 404 and local codebook Y1,406 may also be a
design parameter that preferably is optimized through
design processes such as simulations.
[0037] Figure 5 is a block diagram of a baseline code-
book and local codebooks in accordance with another
embodiment of the present invention. Local codebook
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X1 504 is a subset of local codebook Y1 506. As shown
in Figure 5, a local codebook X1 504 includes the code-
words that correspond to codeword indices 5, 12, 7 and
3 of the baseline codebook 502. A local codebook Y1
506 includes the codewords that correspond to codeword
indices 6, 9, 4, and 8 of the baseline codebook 502 as
well as the codewords that correspond to codeword in-
dices 5, 12, 7 and 3 of the baseline codebook 502. Both
local codebook X1 504 and local codebook Y1 506 in-
clude the codewords that correspond to the codeword
indices 5, 12, 7 and 3 of the baseline codebook 502.
Local codebook Y1 506 includes all the codewords con-
tained in local codebook X1 504. The number of code-
words that are included in both local codebook X1 504
and local codebook Y1 506 may be a design parameter
that preferably is optimized through design processes
such as simulations.
[0038] Figure 6 is a block diagram of three codebooks
in accordance with another embodiment of the present
invention. In this embodiment, feedback should be vari-
able and depend on channel conditions. Furthermore,
the local codebooks should be of different sizes. This
should result in increased design flexibility and an effi-
cient balance of complexity, overhead and performance.
As shown in Figure 6, local codebook X1 604 includes
codewords that correspond to codeword indices 5, 12, 7
and 3 of baseline codebook 602. In Figure 6, local code-
book X1 604 has four (4) entries. Local codebook Y1 606
includes the codewords that correspond to codeword in-
dices 6, 9, 4, 8, 10 and 14 of baseline codebook 602.
Local codebook Y1 696 has six (6) entries. None of the
entries in local codebook X1 604 are the same as local
codebook Y1 606. While Figure 6 shows the local code-
books (604,606) with four (4) and six (6) entries respec-
tively, this is a design parameter that may be altered.
[0039] Variable feedback may be implemented with
one baseline codebook and one or more local code-
books, in general. The baseline codebook may have any
number of entries, including, but not limited to, two, four,
eight, sixteen, thirty two and sixty four. Local codebooks
may have the same number of entries, or different
number of entries. A typical number of entries for a local
codebooks may include 2, 4, 6, 8 and 16, but other sizes
may be used as well. Channel variation may typically be
measured in terms of channel correlation, channel vari-
ation rate, vehicle speed, Doppler shift, or phase chang-
es. Other measurements of channel variation may also
be employed. Frequency selectivity may typically be
measured in terms of the length of delay spread. Other
measurements of frequency selectivity may also be em-
ployed.
[0040] One local codebook set can also be implement-
ed instead of two local codebook sets. Three or more
local codebook sets instead of one or two local codebook
sets with proper selection of codewords and correlation
can also be implemented.
[0041] Embodiments
[0042] 1. In a wireless communication system, a wire-

less transmit/receive unit (WTRU).
[0043] 2. The WTRU according to embodiment 1
wherein the WTRU is configured to generate at least one
local codebook based on a baseline codebook.
[0044] 3. The WTRU according to embodiment 1 or 2
wherein the WTRU is configured to select a pre-coding
vector from the at least one local codebook.
[0045] 4. The WTRU of embodiment 3 configured to
update selected pre-coding vectors at intervals sufficient-
ly timed to track a plurality of instantaneous channel var-
iations.
[0046] 5. The WTRU of embodiment 3 or 4 further con-
figured to use feedback to update the selecting of pre-
coding vectors.
[0047] 6. The WTRU of any one of embodiments 1-5
configured to measure a plurality of channel variations.
[0048] 7. The WTRU of any one of embodiments 3-6
wherein the local codebook is smaller than the baseline
codebook.
[0049] 8. The WTRU as in any one of embodiments
3-6 herein the local codebook is sized to accommodate
a tracking variation in a communications channel.
[0050] 9. The WTRU as in any one of embodiments
3-6 wherein the local codebook is sized to accommodate
a plurality of changing communication channel condi-
tions.
[0051] 10. The WTRU as in any one of embodiments
1-9 configured to create multiple local codebooks.
[0052] 11. The WTRU as in any embodiment 10 further
configured to select one of the multiple local codebook
based on a communication channel variation or a com-
munication channel condition.
[0053] 12. The WTRU as in any one of embodiments
3-11 further configured to select codewords for the local
codebook based on a correlation of codewords in the
vaseline codebook.
[0054] 13. The WTRU as in any one of embodiments
1-12 configured to generate a first local codebook,
wherein the first local codebook comprises a first set of
codewords.
[0055] 14. The WTRU as in embodiment 13 further
configured to generate a second local codebook, wherein
the second local codebook comprises a second set of
codewords.
[0056] 15. The WTRU as in embodiment 14 wherein
the first set of codewords is mutually exclusive of the
second set of codewords.
[0057] 16. The WTRU of as in one of embodiments
2-15 further configured to select a codeword for a slow
channel variation by selecting a codeword from the base-
line codebook that has relatively higher correlation to a
currently used codeword.
[0058] 17. The WTRU as in any one of embodiments
2-16 further configured to select a codeword for a fast
channel variation by selecting a codeword from the base-
line codebook that has relatively lower correlation to a
currently used codeword.
[0059] 18. The WTRU as in any one of embodiments
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3-17 further configured to select codewords for the local
codebook from among the available codewords in the
baseline codebook except for a currently used codeword.
[0060] 19. The WTRU as in any one of embodiments
14-18 wherein the first set of codewords and the second
set of codewords comprise at least one common code-
word.
[0061] 20. The WTRU as in any one of embodiments
14-18 wherein the second set of codewords comprises
the first set of codewords.
[0062] 21. The WTRU as in any one of embodiments
14-18 wherein a number of codewords in the first set of
codewords and a number of codewords in the second
set of codewords is equal.
[0063] 22. The WTRU as in any one of embodiments
14-18 wherein a number of codewords in the first set of
codewords and a number of codewords in the second
set of codewords is unequal.
[0064] 23. The WTRU as in any one of embodiments
5-22 wherein the feedback is used for a downlink chan-
nel.
[0065] 24. The WTRU as in any one of embodiments
5-22 wherein the feedback is used for an uplink channel.
[0066] 25. The WTRU as in any one of embodiments
1-24 wherein the WTRU is configured to operate in a
multiple input/multiple output (MIMO) system.
[0067] 26. The WTRU as in any one of embodiments
1-25 wherein the WTRU is configured to measure a chan-
nel correlation, a channel variation rate, a motion speed,
a Doppler shift and a phase change.
[0068] 27. In a wireless communication system, a
method of determining feedback.
[0069] 28. The method of embodiment 27 further com-
prising generating at least one local codebook based on
a baseline codebook.
[0070] 29. The method of embodiment 27 or 28 further
comprising selecting a pre-coding vector from the at least
one local codebook.
[0071] 30. The method of embodiment 27, 28 or 29
further comprising updating selected pre-coding vectors
at intervals sufficiently timed to track a plurality of instan-
taneous channel variations.
[0072] 31. The method embodiment 30 wherein the
updating selected pre-coding vectors is based on feed-
back.
[0073] 32. The method as in any one of embodiments
27-31 further comprising measuring a plurality of channel
variations and channel conditions.
[0074] 33. The method as in embodiment 32 further
comprising sizing the local codebook based on the chan-
nel variations or the channel conditions.
[0075] 34. The method as in any one of embodiments
28-33 wherein the local codebook is smaller than the
baseline codebook.
[0076] 35. The method as in embodiment 33 or 34 fur-
ther comprising creating multiple local codebooks.
[0077] 36. The method as in embodiment 35 further
comprising selecting one of the multiple local codebooks

based the channel variations or channel conditions.
[0078] 37. The method as in ay one of embodiments
28-36 further comprising selecting codewords for the lo-
cal codebook based on a correlation of codewords in the
baseline codebook.
[0079] 38. The method as in any one of embodiments
27-37 further comprising generating a first local code-
book wherein the first local codebook comprises a first
set of codewords.
[0080] 39. The method as in embodiment 38 further
comprising generating a second local codebook wherein
the second local codebook comprises a second set of
codewords.
[0081] 40. The method as in embodiment 38 wherein
the first set of codewords and the second set of code-
words are mutually exclusive.
[0082] 41. The method as in embodiment 38 wherein
the first set of codewords and the second set of code-
words comprise at least one common codeword.
[0083] 42. The method as in embodiment 38 wherein
the second set of codewords comprises the first set of
codewords.
[0084] 43. The method as in any one of embodiments
38-42 wherein a number of codewords in the first set of
codewords and a number of codewords in the second
set of codewords is equal.
[0085] 44. The method as in any one of embodiments
38-42 wherein a number of codewords in the first set of
codewords and a number of codewords in the second
set of codewords is unequal.
[0086] 45. The method as in any one of embodiments
27-44 further comprising measuring channel correlation,
a channel variation rate, a motion speed, a Doppler shift
and a phase change.
[0087] 46. The method as in any one of embodiments
28-45 further comprising selecting a codeword for a slow
channel variation by selecting a codeword from the base-
line codebook that has a relatively higher correlation to
a currently used codeword.
[0088] 47. The method as in any one of embodiments
28-46 further comprising selecting a codeword for a fast
channel variation by selecting a codeword from the base-
line codebook that has a relatively lower correlation to a
currently used codeword.
[0089] 48. The method as in any one of embodiments
28-45 further comprising selecting codewords for the lo-
cal codebook from among available codewords in the
baseline codebook except for a currently used codeword.
[0090] Although the features and elements of the
present invention are described in the preferred embod-
iments in particular combinations, each feature or ele-
ment can be used alone without the other features and
elements of the preferred embodiments or in various
combinations with or without other features and elements
of the present invention. The methods or flow charts pro-
vided in the present invention may be implemented in a
computer program, software, or firmware tangibly em-
bodied in a computer-readable storage medium for exe-
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cution by a general purpose computer or a processor.
Examples of computer-readable storage mediums in-
clude a read only memory (ROM), a random access
memory (RAM), a register, cache memory, semiconduc-
tor memory devices, magnetic media such as internal
hard disks and removable disks, magnetooptical media,
and optical media such as CD-ROM disks, and digital
versatile disks (DVDs).
[0091] Suitable processors include, by way of exam-
ple, a general purpose processor, a special purpose
processor, a conventional processor, a digital signal
processor (DSP), a plurality of microprocessors, one or
more microprocessors in association with a DSP core, a
controller, a microcontroller. Application Specific Inte-
grated Circuits (ASICs), Field Programmable Gate Ar-
rays (FPGAs) circuits, any other type of integrated circuit
(IC), and/or a state machine.
A processor in association with software may be used to
implement a radio frequency transceiver for use in a wire-
less transmit receive unit (WTRU), user equipment (UE),
terminal, base station, radio network controller (RNC), or
any host computer. The WTRU may be used in conjunc-
tion with modules, implemented in hardware and/or soft-
ware, such as a camera, a video camera module, a video-
phone, a speakerphone, a vibration device, a speaker,
a microphone, a television transceiver, a hands free
headset, a keyboard, a Bluetooth® module, a frequency
modulated (FM) radio unit, a liquid crystal display (LCD)
display unit, an organic light-emitting diode (OLED) dis-
play unit, a digital music player, a media player, a video
game player module, an Internet browser, and/or any
wireless local area network (WLAN) module

Claims

1. A wireless transmit/receive unit, WTRU, comprising:

a processor configured to generate at least one
local codebook based on a baseline codebook.

2. The WTRU of claim 1, wherein the processor is fur-
ther configured to select the at least one local code-
book based on at least one of
rank;
channel conditions;
channel variation;
a plurality of instantaneous channel variations;
feedback;
satisfaction of a predetermined range of channel var-
iation rates;
vehicle speed;
Doppler shift;
delay spread;
frequency selectivity;
coherence time;
a correlation of codewords in the baseline codebook;
or

coherence bandwidth.

3. The WTRU of any of the preceding claims, wherein
the processor is further configured to select at least
one of the following from the at least one local code-
book;
at least one entry;
at least one codewords;
at least one vector;
at least one matrix;
at least one precoding vector;
at least one precoding matrix or
at least one vector subset

4. The WTRU of claim 13, wherein the processor is
further configured to update the selected at least one
entry, codeword, vector, matrix, precoding vector,
precoding matrix, or vector subset based on at least
one of:

rank;
channel conditions;
channel variation;
a plurality of instantaneous channel variations;
feedback;
satisfaction of a predetermined range of channel
variation rates;
vehicle speed;
Doppler shift;
delay spread;
frequency selectivity;
coherence time;
a correlation of codewords in the baseline code-
book; or
coherence bandwidth.

5. The WTRU of claim 3 or claim 4, wherein the proc-
essor is further configured to update the selected at
least one entry, codeword, vector, matrix, precoding
vector, precoding matrix, or vector subset at intervals
sufficiently timed to track a plurality of instantaneous
channel variations.

6. The WTRU of any of the preceding claims, wherein
the at least one local codebook is a subset of the
baseline codebook.

7. The WTRU of any of the preceding claims, wherein
the at least one local codebook is sized to accom-
modate a plurality of changing communication chan-
nel conditions.

8. The WTRU of any of the preceding claims, wherein
the processor is further configured to:

select the at least one local codebook or an entry
or codeword of the at least one local codebook
for a slow channel variation by selecting the at
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least one local codebook or the entry or code-
word of the at least, one local codebook that has
a relatively higher correlation to the at least one
local codebook or a currently used entry or code-
word; or
select the at least one local codebook or an entry
or codeword of the at least one local codebook
for a fast channel variation by selecting the at
least one local codebook or the entry or code-
word of the at least one local codebook that has
a relatively lower correlation to the at least one
local codebook or a currently used entry or code-
word.

9. The WTRU of any of the preceding claims, wherein
the at least one local codebook includes a first local
codebook and a second local codebook, wherein the
first local codebook and the second local codebook:

include at least one common entry or codeword;
include a same number of entries or codewords;
include a different number of entries or code-
words;
are equal; or
are not equal

10. The WTRU of any of the preceding claims, wherein
feedback is variable.

11. The WTRU of any of the preceding claims, wherein
the processor is further configured to select the at
least one local codebook by excluding at least one
currently selected or previously used entry, code-
word, vector matrix, precoding vector, precoding ma-
trix, or vector subset.

12. The WTRU of any of the preceding claims, wherein
each of the at least one local codebooks is included
in at least one local codebook set.

13. A method for use in a wireless transmit/receive unit,
WTRU, the method comprising:

generating at least one local codebook based
on a baseline codebook, wherein the at least
one local codebook is a subset of the baseline
codebook and the at least one local codebook
is selected based on rank; and
selecting a precoding matrix from the at least
one local codebook.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the at least one
local codebook is further selected based on channel
conditions.

15. The method of claim 13 or claim 14, further compris-
ing:

updating the selected precoding matrix at inter-
vals sufficiently timed to track a plurality of in-
stantaneous channel variations.
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